Physical Education for Progress

Program Meeting Agenda
Elementary School Session

Friday, January 9

8:30 – Questions about Wednesday’s topics

9:00 – Skill Themes & Levels of Skill Proficiency

10:15 – Applying Skill Themes and GLSP to Educational Gymnastics (activity).

11:00 – Environmental Considerations for Task Design

11:45 – lunch on your own

12:45 – The FUSD Elem. PE program – curriculum implementation planning session

    Whole group: scope for each grade 18 weeks, standard 1

    K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6: work in pairs for a grade level to develop:
        Goals/objectives for standards 1 & 2, 18 weeks
        Sequence of skills in 6 week blocks
        Sample tasks, cues, challenges for 18 lessons
        Assessment ideas for stand. 1

2:30 – Assessment Ideas for Standards 2 – 7

3:00 – Assessing Students Using GLSP – Developing a Grade Book (Steve)

3:30 – Wrap-up